The Cloud,
Done Right.
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Azure Managed Services
Underpinned by Microsoft Premier Support
Umbrellar is New Zealand’s only dedicated Azure & Azure Stack Managed Service specialist.That’s why successful Kiwi
companies of all sizes choose us to transform their businesses.
We have built a practice around DevOps, automation, and cloud-native infrastructure and platform management. We use the
best Azure features while designing services - be it IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS offerings — in order to meet your demanding, unique
business requirements.
We act as a one-stop shop providing a common service management, provisioning, and orchestration
experience - all within a flexible PAYG commercial model. We don’t see the managed services practice as
separate from hosting, systems integration, or application architecture requirements. Instead, we incorporate
all of these valuable services as a unified managed services offering to support the evolution of your business.
A modern ‘born in the Cloud’ managed services practice.
Most importantly, our Azure MSP is a modern partnership. Modern partnerships focus on wdifferentiation, highly optimised
operations, and customer life cycle value management.

Discover
Choosing the right cloud partner is
critical. We have the most people on
the ground in NZ to help you accelerate
enterprise wide adoption by offering
assessment and planning, migration
management, architectural guidance,
deployment and lifecycle support. We
offer the right solutions and partnership.

Professional services

Service management

We understand the need for a more
responsive, flexible, scalable and more
competitive solution. This means the
right technical solution, providing you
peace of mind. You need experts in
configuration management, back up and
DR, identity management, automation
and DevOps. But most importantly, you
need it done right.

You need a partner who is an expert
that overlays excellence in governance,
monitoring, cost optimisation, and
support SLAs. We deliver every time so
that you can thrive not just survive in the
cloud. With our Azure Managed Services
you get around-the-clock support.
Umbrellar manages the full cloud
lifecycle with the expertise you need to
address your transformational goals.

